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Abstract

Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a leading diagnosed health condition among children in many developed countries but the causes underlying these high levels of ADHD remain highly controversial. Recent research for the U.S., Canada and some European countries shows that children who enter school relatively young have higher ADHD rates than their older peers, suggesting that ADHD may be misdiagnosed in the younger children due to their relative immaturity. Using rich administrative health insurance claims data from Germany we study the effects of relative school entry age on ADHD risk in Europe's largest country and relate the effects for Germany to the international evidence. We further analyze different mechanisms that may drive these effects, focusing on physician supply side and demand side factors stemming from the production of education. We find robust evidence for school-entry age related misdiagnosis of ADHD in Germany. Within Germany and internationally, a higher share of misdiagnoses are related to a higher overall ADHD level, suggesting that misdiagnoses may be a driving factor of high ADHD levels. Furthermore, the effects in Germany seem to be driven by teachers and parents in an attempt to facilitate and improve the production of education.
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1. Introduction

ADHD has been rising dramatically among school children over the past decade and it is now the leading diagnosed health condition in Germany and other Western countries like the U.S. ADHD treatment has the potential to help children with ADHD – as well as their peers – focus in class and reduce risky behavior outside of school (Aizer, 2008; Dalsgaard et al., 2014; Chorniy and Kitashima, 2014). But the psychoactive medication also alters the brain function and might have negative short- and long-term effects on human capital development (Gould et al., 2009; Cascade et al., 2010; Currie et al., 2014). It is therefore an important question whether the increases in the diagnosis of ADHD are due to an actual deterioration in mental health among recent generations of children or whether some of it is driven by an increase in cases of misdiagnosis. And if there is misdiagnosis, it is important to know which factors are driving it. For example, it could be driven by doctors who overtreat in response to a more competitive health care environment or by teachers and parents who seek to improve the teaching environment and children's educational outcomes.

One way to identify potential cases of ADHD misdiagnosis in observational health care data is to study ADHD rates around school entry cutoff dates (Elder, 2010; Evans et al., 2010). Children who are born right before the cutoff date will enter school a year earlier than those born right after the cutoff and will be almost a year younger than the oldest (those born right after the cutoff in the year before) in their class. Relatively younger students are less mature and often less disciplined than their older classmates. But being born right before a cutoff date should not be correlated with the risk of ADHD, a largely genetically determined condition (Faraone et al., 2005; Tarver et al., 2014). Hence, jumps in ADHD prevalence between cohorts born just before and just after school entry cutoff dates are an indicator of misdiagnosis. Previous studies have found such evidence of misdiagnosis around the age cutoffs for the U.S., Canada, the Netherlands, Sweden, and Iceland (Elder, 2010; Evans et al., 2010; Morrow et al., 2012; Halldner et al., 2014; Krabbe et al., 2014; Zoega et al., 2012), while no effects have been found for Denmark (Dalsgaard et al., 2012; Pottegård et al., 2014). Overall, drivers behind the ADHD jumps around cutoff dates remain uncertain, though plausible explanations have been proposed (e.g. Dalsgaard et al., 2012).
In this paper we use data on more than 7 million German children to analyze ADHD rates around school entry cutoff dates in unprecedented detail for one of the largest countries of the developed world. The data is based on the universe of outpatient health insurance claims for publicly insured children (about 90% of all children in Germany) over the years 2008–2011. The German education system is organized at the level of 16 states and there are various different cutoff dates. The variation in cutoff dates together with the large sample size provides us with sufficient statistical power to estimate jumps around age cutoffs non-parametrically and conduct subgroup analyses across cohorts, ages, gender and districts. We further merge information on regional physician supply, schooling environment and parental background to our data in order to investigate factors associated with the cutoff jumps.

We find large jumps in ADHD rates around cutoff dates, amounting to 22% for children aged 9 to 13 (1 percentage point at a baseline ADHD rate of about 5% in that age range). These jumps occur at different months across states in accordance with the different cutoff dates, indicating that the jumps in prevalence rates represent misdiagnoses rather than actual differences in children’s health which are unlikely to be spuriously correlated with the different cutoff dates across states. The cutoff dates also impact medical treatment of ADHD. Moreover, there is no comparable pattern for the prevalence of diabetes or for hay fever, a condition with similar prevalence rates as ADHD. This indicates that jumps in ADHD rates around cutoffs are not driven by seasonality in students’ health or a general effect of relative age on physicians’ diagnosing behavior but that they are specific to ADHD.

There is also no effect of relative age on injury rates among children without ADHD diagnosis. This finding supports the notion that misdiagnoses around age cutoffs are driven by overdiagnoses among younger students rather than underdiagnoses among older students who should – if lacking required ADHD treatment – suffer from higher injury rates.

Misdiagnosis rates around cutoff dates are strongly correlated with the average level of ADHD rates, both across regions as well as within regions over time. Remarkably, this relationship of misdiagnosis rates and average ADHD levels is very similar to the relationship that we find when comparing the estimates across the countries that have been analyzed in the existing literature. This result suggests that misdiagnosis rates around cutoff dates are an explanatory factor of the high ADHD rates observed in many countries, perhaps proxying for a general tendency to overdiagnose ADHD. An important question therefore is: Which factors are driving these misdiagnoses?

Merging the ADHD data to district level characteristics we find that jumps in ADHD prevalence around the cutoff dates are weakly negatively related to the density of pediatricians, psychiatrists or psychologists. This finding rejects the hypothesis that a more competitive health care environment characterized by a higher physician density induces physicians to overdiagnose. If anything a larger supply of physicians leads to a decrease in misdiagnoses. However, we do find that misdiagnosis rates within regions increase over time with the share of foreign students and class sizes as well as with a region’s average income and education. These results suggest that jumps might be driven by teachers and parents in an attempt to facilitate and improve the production of education.\(^1\) On the teacher side, the relative immaturity of younger students might become more apparent in difficult schooling environments and teachers might be more inclined to interpret disruptive behavior as pathological. Well-educated parents, on the other hand, might be particularly concerned about their children’s education and thus try to counteract the possible disadvantages in performance if their children are particularly young for their grade level. Whether such potential ADHD overtreatment can actually lead to improvements in educational outcomes for a misdiagnosed child or for her or his peers remains an open question.

Our paper makes three main contributions. First, we show the existence and relevance of ADHD misdiagnoses around age cutoffs in one of the world’s largest developed countries. This result is unexpected since no effects have been found in Denmark, a neighboring country of Germany with a similar health care system. Second, we unify a broad range of estimates from the literature and show that the previously unexplained variability in observed cutoff jumps is closely linked to countries’ levels of ADHD prevalence. Third, we quantitatively explore potential mechanisms, relating average cutoff jumps to district-level characteristics.

Previous studies have found a wide range of estimates for jumps in ADHD rates around school entry age cutoffs, ranging from zero in Denmark (Dalsgaard et al., 2012) to 50% in Iceland (Zoëga et al., 2012) and the U.S. (Elder, 2010; Evans et al., 2010). Our estimates of about 20% are in the mid-range and closest to the cutoff jumps found in Canada (Morrow et al., 2012). We show that this cross-country variation in cutoff jumps is highly predictive of a country’s average ADHD level and that this positive relationship is remarkably linear. Moreover, it is very similar to the relationship observed across German states. In other words, countries and regions with strong jumps in ADHD rates around age cutoffs have also higher overall ADHD rates, perhaps because the cutoff jumps proxy for a general tendency to mis- and overdiagnose ADHD. This finding does not only unify the wide range of estimated cutoff jumps from previous studies, it also underlines the importance of the literature on cutoff jumps to help the understanding of the high ADHD rates in the Western world.

Whether jumps in ADHD rates around age cutoffs represent misdiagnoses and – in case they do – whether they are driven by over- or underdiagnoses is a central question in the literature that has not yet been explored extensively. Elder (2010) provides evidence that jumps represent misdiagnoses, based on the comparison of how teachers and parents assess students’ behavior. However, in principle these misdiagnoses might not only stem from overdiagnoses (i.e. false positives) among younger students but could also be driven by underdiagnoses (i.e. false negatives) among older students (Evans et al., 2010). Our analysis of injury data supports the notion that these misdiagnoses actually represent false positives.

Another central question of the literature is which factors drive the observed jumps in ADHD rates around cutoff dates. Dalsgaard et al. (2012) suggest that one factor leading to low misdiagnosis rates in Denmark could be the supply of physicians with good diagnostic skills. In Denmark only specialist physicians are allowed to diagnose ADHD and these doctors might be less prone to misdiagnoses. Our findings are in line with the hypothesis of Dalsgaard et al. (2012). We find that a greater per-capita density of those doctors who are typically diagnosing ADHD in Germany is associated – if anything – with lower misdiagnosis rates and this is also true when looking at changes over time.

Elder (2010) provides evidence for the U.S. – with high misdiagnosis rates at the other end of the ADHD spectrum – that teachers might be a driving force behind cutoff jumps. Our finding of increasing misdiagnoses rates in areas with increasing class sizes and rising shares of foreign students is in line with Elder’s (2010) hypothesis that teachers’ demand for ADHD medication of their students might be part of the story. However, we find that parents may also play a role as areas with rising shares of employees with higher education and increasing labor income have increasing rates of misdiagnoses.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 discusses the school and health care system in Germany. Section 3 provides an overview of our data and methods. Section 4 presents the results, and a conclusion follows in Section 5.

\(^1\) Both teachers and parents can influence ADHD diagnoses. As in the U.S., ADHD diagnosis guidelines in Germany require that doctors take parents’ and teachers’ assessment of a child’s behavior into account.
2. Germany’s school and health care system

2.1. School system

School policy is almost exclusively legislated at the level of the 16 states in Germany. In all states, children generally have to start school in the fall if they have turned six by a specific date – the school entry cutoff date – or in the fall of the year after they have turned six if their birthday is after the cutoff date. Historically, June 30 was the cutoff date in all states. While the cutoff is the general rule, there are exceptions: All children are examined by a government physician before they are allowed to enroll in school. Children who are not considered “ready for school” although they meet the age cutoff are supposed to wait another year. At the same time, children can enter school although they do not meet the age cutoff following parental application and the school readiness exam. Compliance with the age cutoff at the time of school entry is high in Germany: Between 2000 and 2011, on average about 86% of children entered school according to the cutoff date (own calculations based on Federal Statistical Office, 2014). As a comparison, the compliance rate in Denmark is about 60% (Dalsgaard et al., 2012) and 70% in the U.S. (Elder, 2010).

In order to decrease the school starting age in Germany, states started to push back the cutoff date from 2003 onwards. As Appendix Table 1 indicates, 8 of the 16 states have since changed their cutoff date. One state (Thuringia) only postponed the cutoff date by 1 month to July 31. Others postponed it further, often in several steps. In Baden-Wuerttemberg, for example, the cutoff date was postponed to July 31st for children entering school in 2005, to August 31st for children entering school in 2006, and to September 30 for children entering school in 2007. The most extreme policy change occurred in Berlin where the cutoff date was moved from June 30 for children entering school in 2003 to December 31st for those entering in 2004. As the sizes of the entering cohorts – and thus class sizes and class composition – vary in years in which the cutoff dates are shifted and as this may have a direct effect on ADHD, we exclude cohorts who enter school in years with shifts in cutoffs from the following analyses.

A related literature has accumulated broad evidence of persistent negative effects of younger relative age on educational outcomes. For example, Bedard and Dhuey (2006) show that younger relative age in first grade is associated with poorer test scores in eighth grade. Adverse side-effects of the kind of ADHD misdiagnoses documented in this study could be one of the driving forces behind these persistent effects. In general, long-term effects have been found to be stronger in countries with earlier tracking. In Germany, tracking takes places very early. Already after fourth grade children are sorted into three different school types, of which only one allows students to enter university. Mühlenweg and Puhani (2010) and Jürges and Schneider (2011) show that children who are young for their grade have lower chances of attending the highest track in Germany, which again may be related to ADHD misdiagnoses. Hence, given this school system, detrimental impacts of relative age on long-term educational outcomes might be particularly strong in Germany.

2.2. Health care system

In this paper, we focus on children covered by social health insurance (SHI) in Germany. Roughly 90% of the German population is covered in the SHI. Most employees and their families are mandatorily enrolled in the SHI. Only few individuals with higher socio-economic status (SES) – the self-employed, employees with labor income higher than a specific yearly-defined threshold, and civil servants – can decide to opt-out of this system. By focusing on children insured in the SHI, we thus study the majority of German children, disregarding mainly those whose parents have higher SES.

Within the SHI, children are covered free of charge on their parents’ policy. Furthermore, no copayments or co-insurance apply to most care that children receive (doctor visits, hospital stays, and prescription drugs). This includes diagnoses and treatment of ADHD. Any physician registered with the SHI can generally diagnose – and get reimbursed for the diagnosis of – ADHD. The majority of children with ADHD, however, have a diagnosis from specialists, such as pediatricians (51%), or child and youth psychiatrists (28%) (Grobe et al., 2013, p. 173). The largest group of diagnoses from non-specialists is made by primary care physicians accounting for 36% of diagnoses.4 Mainly two different drugs are used to medically treat ADHD among children in Germany: Methylphenidate and Atomoxetine. In Germany, both of these are only approved for the treatment of ADHD. Until the end of 2010, medical treatment for ADHD could be prescribed by any registered physician. Since 2011, however, only specialists (including pediatricians, neurologists, and psychiatrists) are allowed to prescribe ADHD medication. Since then primary care physicians can only prescribe ADHD medication as a follow-up prescription (e.g. Hering et al., 2014).5

According to medical guidelines published by the association of German Child and Youth Psychiatrists (German Association for Child and Youth Psychiatry et al., 2007), doctors should base their diagnosis on an examination of the child herself, as well as information on the child’s behavior in other settings (e.g. at home and at school) from parents and from third parties (e.g. teachers). This information is typically elicited using parents and teacher questionnaires. For an ADHD diagnosis, the typical symptoms of hyperactivity, inattentiveness, and impulsivity have to occur repeatedly in at least two different settings for at least six months, have to be abnormally high for the developmental stage of the child, and should have first occurred before the age of six.

3. Data and methods

3.1. Data

The analyses presented in this paper rely on one main data source: administrative medical claims records from all physicians registered with the SHI, covering the universe of outpatient visits reimbursed by the SHI of all children insured in the SHI aged 4 to 14 for the years 2008 through 2011.6 The data are collected at and provided by the Zentralinstitut fuer die Kassenarztliche Versorgung in Deutschland (ZI). For each of the years 2008–2011, the data cover information on roughly 7.2 million children with all their outpatient visits, diagnoses of different conditions (ICD 10 codes) and timing of the visits.7 The data further contain information on the child’s sex, month and year of birth, and current place (state and district) of residence. In addition, we make use of a separate dataset collected at the ZI that contains information on all prescription drugs received for the same children. The two datasets are not generally linkable on the individual level.

Using these data, we construct prevalence measures of ADHD diagnosis and pharmacological ADHD treatment, as well as diagnosis prevalence of other diseases (hay fever and diabetes) for each birth cohort in

4 However, Grobe et al., 2013 do not distinguish first from follow-up diagnoses. The diagnoses made by primary care physicians may thus reflect follow-up treatment based on initial diagnoses made by specialists.
5 In additional analyses, we investigate whether the relative age effect on ADHD diagnoses changes after 2011. We do not find evidence for a change. This could be due to the fact that we cannot distinguish between first-time and follow-up diagnoses and thus cannot directly focus on initial diagnoses, which should be particularly affected by the change.
6 While most doctor visits are covered by the SHI, some visits are not. In particular, any doctor visits that occur due to accidents at school or on the way to school are covered by the mandatory accident insurance, not the SHI and are thus not included in our data.
7 Unfortunately, we do not observe the specialty of the diagnosing physician. For a description of the data in German, see http://www.versorgungsatlas.de/der-versorgungsatlas/angewandte-methoden/.
each of the 412 German districts. Any of these conditions are recorded in the data if a child interacts with a doctor due to the respective diagnosis, e.g. because she receives ADHD treatment. We define as birth cohort all children born in the same month and year. For each birth cohort in each of the 412 German districts and each data year, we generally define ADHD diagnosis prevalence as the number of children with at least one ADHD diagnosis in two different quarters during the data year relative to the overall number of children in that birth cohort and district.

Diagnoses prevalence of diabetes and hay fever are constructed similarly, except that only one quarter with a diagnosis is required for hay fever to take account of its seasonal pattern. As children’s sex is known in the data on outpatient visits, we are also able to construct these measures by sex. Using the data on prescription drugs, we construct the fraction of children treated with either Methylphenidate or Atomoxetine – two drugs only approved for treatment of ADHD in Germany – by dividing the number of children who receive medical treatment in a given year by the overall number of children in that birth cohort.

A caveat with this data source is that we only observe children if they visited a doctor at least once or received some prescription drugs in a given year. As not all children insured in the SHI necessarily have at least one doctor visit or prescription each year, our measures of diagnosis prevalence may overestimate the true prevalence. We therefore compare our measures to ADHD rates across several age groups that are available from administrative data of Germany’s second largest health insurance provider (Barmer GEK). The latter data include information on all children with this insurance provider, independent of whether they have visited a doctor. Our ADHD prevalence estimates align closely with the rates from Barmer GEK (see Appendix A). In addition, we conduct several sensitivity analyses to investigate whether potential differences in the interaction with the health care system by relative age in grade drive our results.

We augment the administrative health claims data with information at the district level on the supply of physicians, socio-economic information, as well as information on the school environment. The additional data on the supply of physicians and socio-economic information were provided by the German Federal Institute for Research on Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development (BBSR) and are available online at www.inkar.de. Information on the school environment (class sizes) was provided by different statistical offices of the German states, while information on compliance rates with the school entry cutoff date stems from the German Federal Statistical Office. Data sources are also listed in Appendix Table 2.

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics based on the claims data. Pooling the observations from all four years (2008–2011) and across all 16 German states, we have a sample of roughly 29 million children that are on average 9 years old at June 30 of the given data years. Among them 3.8% are diagnosed with ADHD, and 2.7% receive medical treatment for ADHD. Diagnosis prevalence of hay fever is a little higher than ADHD (5.8%), while only 0.3% of children are diagnosed with diabetes. As we restrict several of the following analyses to the states only that had no reforms in cutoff date, Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for all states and only for those that had no reforms. Although only roughly 24% of all children live in states that did not enact reforms in cutoff dates, the descriptive statistics are similar in these states as column (2) indicates.

Columns (3) to (12) show how these outcomes vary by imputed grade level. We assign children to school grades based on their month of birth and the cutoff date of their state of residence that applied in the year they turned 6. For example, −1 indicates that children should enter school in the year following the data year if they comply with the school entry cutoff date in their state of residence. Similarly, 1st indicates that children should have entered first grade in the data year if they complied with the cutoff date. This imputed grade is equal to the actual grade if children comply with the relevant cutoff date at school entry and if they then advance regularly in school. As the German school system knows selective promotion and retention, the accuracy of the imputed grade may decline with increases in the grade level.

However, selective promotion is very rare – only about 0.1% of children over all ages skip a grade each year (Zelazny, 2004) – and retention only occurs for on average 2% of children, with only 1% in primary school (see Federal Statistical Office, 2014 and earlier years). The implied potential worsening of the accuracy of imputed grade with increases in grade level is not critical: Even if the 0.1% who skip a grade entirely came from the oldest in a grade and the 2% retained from the youngest, we would still correctly assign over 85% of children in grade level 8 (reduction of 2.1 percentage points in accuracy for each grade level).

For both ADHD diagnoses and medical treatment, Table 1 shows a strong increase in the prevalence from pre-school to grade 4. While ADHD diagnosis prevalence starts to level off and declines slightly after grade 4, the prevalence of ADHD treatment further increases until 6th grade and then starts declining. This pattern unlikely reflects actual changes in underlying ADHD prevalence with age. Instead, it is likely that the fraction of children diagnosed with and treated for ADHD increases with school getting more demanding and performance in school more important. A decline in pressure at school after tracking has taken place in 4th grade may similarly explain the levelling off in ADHD. Furthermore, as the age trends are pooled across data years, they may also contain changes over time. Since ADHD diagnosis and treatment prevalence have increased over time and to the extent that ADHD is a chronic condition that warrants treatment for a longer period of time, separating out the time trend, however, would likely result in even larger increases with age. Hay fever and diabetes also show increases in diagnosis prevalence with imputed grade, but the trend does not reverse after 4th/6th grade.

3.2 Methods

To study possible misdiagnoses of ADHD, we follow the earlier literature and document how ADHD diagnosis and treatment are affected by students’ (imputed) relative age as compared to their classmates. Diagnoses of ADHD are highly subjective (Furman, 2005; Bruchmüller and Schneider, 2012) and medical guidelines and diagnostic criteria such as DSM-IV and ICD 10 used for diagnoses in Germany state that symptoms have to persist to a degree inconsistent with a child’s developmental level. If a child’s classmates are used to define the normal behavior for the developmental level, younger children in class may be misdiagnosed with ADHD if they are behaving less maturely than the “norm” in class due to their younger age. Such systematic misdiagnosis would imply a negative relationship of relative age and ADHD prevalence. However, the correlation of relative age and ADHD prevalence in observational data might not be informative because the age at which children enter school might itself be a function of their behavior. In Germany children can only enroll in school once their readiness for school has been evaluated by a government physician. The children who enter school very young are likely those who are considered advanced for their age – and thus have lower chances of showing ADHD symptoms – while children who are retained and then enter school older are likely behind for their age – with stronger ADHD symptoms. This type of reverse causality running from ADHD symptoms to relative age could attenuate the relationship of relative age in grade and ADHD prevalence in observational data.

School entry cutoff dates provide a plausibly exogenous source of relative age for grade that allows for solving the described endogeneity problem. The idea behind this is to only use the variation in relative age in grade that stems from the difference of children’s birth dates relative to the cutoff date, i.e. the (imputed) relative age that children would

5 ADHD is coded according to the International Classification of Disease (ICD) 10 diagnostic manual. We rely on at least one valid diagnosis in two quarters of the year to identify diseases from the claims. This restriction increases the probability to identify only children as ADHD patients who are actually treated for the condition.
school 2 years later. Information for imputed grades

Imputed grade levels refer to grades that kids should be in at the end of the data year according to their birth date and state of residence.
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Given that the identifying assumption is rather plausible, differences in ADHD prevalence across birth months around the cutoff date provide the reduced form (or intent to treat) effect of relative age in grade on ADHD. To obtain the respective IV estimate of relative age we would need to divide the reduced form estimate by the compliance rate. We only observe the latter, however, on the grade level. In order to obtain the IV estimate, we would thus have to make assumptions on how the compliance rate varies across birth months. To avoid making these untestable assumptions we report the more transparent reduced form es-

imates, which is also the type of estimate reported by most of the exist-

ing literature for other countries.

In principle, there are two margins along which we could compare children born in adjacent birth months around cutoff dates. First, we
could compare children born to the same grade. Those born right after the cutoff are likely the oldest children in their grade, those born right before the cutoff the youngest. A disadvantage of this withingrade approach is that these children are essentially a year apart in age. They were in utero in different years and may have been subject to different general time shocks during their early childhood. Furthermore, if ADHD prevalence varies with age, the age trend may confound the relative age effect.

Second, we could compare children born in the same year just before and just after a specific cutoff date. These children are essentially of the same age and the issues with the first approach thus do not apply. How-

ever, these children are assigned to different grades. Therefore differ-

ences in ADHD prevalence may not only be due to relative age in grade but also depend on school exposure: Those born just before the cutoff are the youngest in their grade, while those born after the cutoff are the oldest. But those born before the cutoff have likely been in school for one additional year.

Our rich data allow us to look at both discussed margins – jumps in ADHD rates by age within imputed grade as well as jumps in ADHD rates across adjacent birth months between imputed grades. In a first step, we conduct a simple non-parametric analysis on how ADHD prev-

ance varies across birth cohorts (month and year of birth) and plot the fraction of children diagnosed with ADHD in a birth cohort (weighted by the number of children in the cohort) against the cohort’s month and year of birth. This analysis shows how the ADHD prevalence moves along the age distribution by month and year of birth and thus investigates both margins, jumps within as well as jumps between grade. To simplify the interpretation of these results as much as possi-

ble, we use only data from the 8 states that have not changed their cutoff dates (see Appendix Table 1) and conduct the analysis by data year. As all states without reforms in cutoff dates have the same cutoff (June 30), restricting the data to children in these states and looking at one specific year at a time results in a clear relationship between birth month and thus age and imputed grade level.

As a next step, we average the birth month differences over different birth cohorts in a regression analysis. We estimate the following equa-

\[ \text{ADHD}_{ist} = \alpha_{ist} + \text{Mob}_{ist} + \epsilon_{ist} \]  

by OLS, where \( \text{ADHD}_{ist} \) is the prevalence of ADHD diagnosis in birth cohort \( i \), in state \( s \), in data year \( t \), \( \text{Mob}_{ist} \) represents dummies for birth
month \( m \), and \( \epsilon_{it} \) is an error term that captures all other influences on ADHD prevalence. All estimations are weighted by the number of children used to calculate the prevalence of ADHD diagnoses. We use this framework to analyze differences across data years as well as differences across cohorts affected by different cutoff dates.

For a direct comparison to the reduced form results in the literature (e.g., Evans et al., 2010; Dalsgaard et al., 2012), we also implement a typical regression discontinuity (RD) approach, by estimating the following equation

\[
ADHD_{it} = \alpha \text{Post}_{it} + g(\text{months}_{it}) + \beta X_{it} + \gamma_{it}
\]

(2)

where the variable \( \text{Post} \) takes on the value 1 if cohort \( i \) in state \( s \) and data year \( t \) was born after the cutoff date that applied in the year this cohort turned 6 and 0 otherwise; \( g() \) is a flexible function of the time to the relevant cutoff date measured in months before (-2, -1, 0) and after (1, 2, 3) the cutoff date, and \( X \) captures additional control variables, such as the age of the birth cohort (in months), year and state fixed effects. We estimate this equation restricting our data to children born in the quarter before and the quarter after the cutoff (thus roughly a 120 day window). The coefficient of interest is \( \alpha \). It measures the average difference in the ADHD prevalence between children born in quarters before and after the cutoff date. Whether this average reflects the within or the between grade approach mentioned above, depends on the exact cohorts included in the estimation. If all children assigned to specific grade levels (e.g. children in imputed grades 3, 4 and 5) and born in the quarters before and after the cutoff are included, the RD coefficient reflects the average of within grade jumps. If, on the other hand, only children born before and after cutoffs that separate specific grade level (e.g. those born before and after the cutoffs that separate imputed grades 3 and 4 and 4 and 5) are included in the estimation, the RD coefficient reflects the average of the between grade jumps. We calculate both measures and investigate differences.

In addition to estimating Eq. (2) based on the cohorts in states without reforms in cutoff dates, we estimate it using all states to investigate whether the jump around the cutoff date varies with cutoff shifts within states. In order to isolate within state variation related to shifts in cutoff dates we control for state-specific months of birth fixed effects, so that the remaining variation that identifies the post-dummy stems from a change in the within-state association between month of birth and being born after the cutoff.

Finally, we are interested in explaining the origin of the jumps in ADHD prevalence across the cutoff dates. We construct aggregate measures of the jumps on the district level and analyze how they vary with district level observables. Similar to the RD approach above, we restrict the analysis to children born in the quarters before and after the cutoff date and calculate differences in ADHD prevalence between the quarters around the cutoff dates. To construct one measure of the jump per district and data year, we then average these differences across different (imputed) grade levels on the district level. Depending on the included cohorts, the average difference measures within- or between-grade jumps. If the youngest and oldest quarters in imputed grades are included, the measure reflects within grade jumps, if only the children born in quarters before and after specific cutoff date are included, they reflect between grade jumps. We again calculate both measures and compare the results. We then estimate the following equation

\[
\text{Jump}_{dt} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{Physicians}_{dt} + \beta_2 \text{SES}_{dt} + \beta_3 \text{Schools}_{dt} + \gamma X_{dt} + \epsilon_{dt}
\]

(3)

where \( \text{Jump}_{dt} \) represents the (within or between grade level) jump around the cutoff date averaged across different imputed grade levels in district \( d \) and year \( t \), Physicians, SES, and Schools are three vectors of district levels variables listed in Appendix Table 2 that represent measures of the supply of physicians in the district, SES in the district, and school environment in the district, respectively, and the vector \( X \) captures additional control variables. \( \epsilon_{dt} \) captures data year fixed effects, \( \eta_d \) captures district level fixed effects, and \( \epsilon_{dt} \) denotes the error term.

Importantly, district characteristics such as the supply of physicians or the average size of school classes are not “randomly assigned” but themselves outcomes of other state or district level processes. If these processes also directly affected the incidence of ADHD misdiagnoses, the estimated coefficients in Eq. (3) would be biased and could not be interpreted causally. For example, there could be unobservable differences between states which facilitate the incidence of misdiagnoses and also impact the equilibrium density of physicians in the long-run. While it is difficult to think of concrete examples for such potential confounders, the inclusion of district level fixed effects absorbs any unobservable (and observable) differences between districts that do not change over time. This means we compare changes of characteristics within district over time and ask whether these changes are related to changes in the size of the cutoff jumps. As a robustness analysis, we also directly calculate changes in the district level characteristics and ADHD jumps over time (between years 2008 and 2011) and investigate the association of these changes. A causal interpretation of these estimates requires assuming the absence of shocks to ADHD misdiagnoses that are also related to changes in the explanatory variables. Although it is hard to think of examples for such shocks, we refrain from interpreting the results causally in a strict sense. Instead, we take them as first suggestive evidence for possible relationships between ADHD misdiagnoses and outpatient care, the school system, or parental background.

3.3. Limitations

Although differences in underlying health may not exist before school entry, relative age in grade could in principle have an effect not only on the diagnosis of ADHD but also on its true prevalence, in which case the jump around the cutoff dates does not reflect misdiagnoses but differences in ADHD caused by the school system. However, Elder (2010) shows that parents’ reports of ADHD symptoms among their children are not related to their children’s relative age in grade, while teacher perceptions and ADHD diagnoses are affected. This suggests that at least children’s behavior at home does not vary by imputed age in grade and makes it unlikely that being young for grade causes ADHD.9

Furthermore, as Evans et al. (2010) note jumps in ADHD prevalence around the cutoff could potentially also indicate false negative diagnoses (underdiagnoses) among the older children in the grade rather than false positive diagnoses (overdiagnoses) among the younger children. Even though the nature of the disease as well as results from brain scans suggest that overdiagnoses are more likely and also more troublesome (Evans et al., 2010), we shed more light on the possibility of underdiagnoses by focusing on injuries.

It is known that children with ADHD are more likely to suffer accidents and injuries than healthy children (Nigg, 2013). If the jumps were driven by false negative cases among the older children, we should see a higher risk of injuries among the older children in the group of children without ADHD diagnosis. We therefore compare the fraction of injuries among children without ADHD diagnoses around the cutoff dates.

9 As Evans et al. (2010) note, the relationship between relative age in grade and ADHD diagnosis and treatment is worrying even if it does not reflect misdiagnoses. School policies would then induce differences in ADHD prevalence and treatment for children that are on average identical except that one group is born before and the other after a specific legislative cutoff date. A relationship should thus lead to a reconsideration of school policies and diagnoses guidelines.
4. Results

4.1. ADHD rates across birth months

In Table 1 we show ADHD rates across individual grades. In Fig. 1 we plot ADHD rates over age disaggregated to the monthly level for all children in states with June 30 as school entry cutoff date. We focus on one data year, 2010, so that children at a certain age all belong to the same birth cohort, i.e. the age in months shown on the x-axis can be mapped to a unique month of birth. The dashed red line shows the school start assigned by the school entry cutoff. For the children who comply with the assigned entry date those to the left of the cutoff are not yet in school, while those one to twelve months to the right of the cutoff are in the first grade, those 13 to 24 months to the right are in the second grade, etc. The solid vertical lines indicate switches between imputed grade levels. The green line shows the overall age or cohort trend from a regression fitting a basis spline of 3rd degree through the oldest cohorts in each imputed grade.

As already described in Table 1, ADHD rates increase until about age 10 and flatten thereafter. The variation in ADHD rates across months within imputed grades, however, suggests that this is not the whole story. Net of the overall positive age trend, there is a strongly negative trend within grade and dramatic positive jumps between grades. The younger the children relative to their imputed classmates, the higher are their ADHD rates. And those born right before the cutoff (who are the youngest in their imputed grade) have up to one percentage point higher ADHD rates compared to those born right after the cutoff (who are the oldest in their imputed grade). Given a baseline rate of 3–5%, a one percentage point difference is substantial.

Notice that the negative trends within grades are less pronounced in the first two grades compared to higher grades. One reason is that the positive age trend is particularly strong at these younger ages – possibly because many children are first diagnosed in the first two years of school – which partly counteracts the negative trend within grade. Another factor may be that age-related ADHD misdiagnoses accumulate over time as ADHD is a chronic condition, leading to a larger share of children with age-related misdiagnoses in higher grades. Furthermore, due to early tracking in Germany (after grade 4), performance in school begins to matter in 3rd and particularly 4th grade, the grade levels in which we see strong age-related ADHD prevalence within grade, which may occur so as to counteract age-related differences in school performance.

Since children born only one month apart are unlikely to be very different in their underlying health the dramatic jumps around the cutoff dates and similar jumps with relative age within imputed grade levels suggest that there is substantial misdiagnosis in ADHD. Notice that there are no cutoff jumps before the imputed school start, suggesting that the jumps are indeed induced by the school system and not reflecting preexisting differences in underlying health.

Fig. 2 shows that the cutoff jumps in ADHD diagnosis rates translate into comparable jumps in prescription of ADHD medication of about 0.8 percentage points around the cutoff with a baseline of about 2.5% to 4%. The younger children are thus not only at higher risk of ADHD diagnoses but also at higher risk of treatment with psychoactive drugs that have potential short- and long-term side effects on the children’s physical and mental health.

Fig. 3 shows the ADHD rates across age in months separately for boys and girls. The same pattern of negative age trends within grades and positive jumps around cutoffs between grades is visible for both genders, but the cutoff jumps are much more pronounced for boys who also have a higher average ADHD rate across all ages. It seems that boys are particularly strongly subject to misdiagnosis, a result that could also partly explain why their average ADHD rate is higher than for girls.

Our results thus far have focused on one single year of data so that ages could be mapped to individual birth dates. In Table 2 we show that the same pattern across birth months with jumps between June and July observable across all four data years (pooled for all children imputed to grades 3 to 8; the grades with the largest jumps in ADHD prevalence that are in addition similar between and within imputed grade levels) with a slight increase in the jump’s magnitude over time from 0.9 percentage points in 2008 to 1.1 percentage points in 2011.

The absence of cutoff jumps before the imputed school entry date in Fig. 2 suggested that the jumps are not due to preexisting health differences, e.g. the due to season of birth effects (see e.g. Currie and Schwandt, 2013), between cohorts born before and after the cutoff. However, from Fig. 2 alone one cannot exclude that health differences between children born in June and July already exist before they enter
school but are just not revealed, perhaps because children are not examined systematically. School entry medical examinations may then first reveal these differences. In Table 3 we compare the pattern across birth months, pooled across all data years, for states with the June 30 cutoff (column 1) to states with cutoffs at July 31 (column 2), September 30 (column 3) and December 31 (column 4). None of the additional cutoff dates shows a significant difference in ADHD rates between June and July cohorts. However, a pronounced jump in ADHD rates across birth months is observable in all columns, with jumps occurring at different months. Fig. 4 visualizes the estimated month coefficients. As for the June 30 cutoff, the jumps for the July 31 and December 31 cutoffs occur precisely at the respective cutoff date. For the September 30 cutoff, instead of a jump between two adjacent birth months, the ADHD prevalence increases with birth months until June, stays similar to June in July and August and then decreases sharply until November. A larger share of children entering school later than the rule in states with September cutoff is a possible reason: while in states with the other cutoff dates 4–6% of children enter school later than the cutoff suggests, this is true for 11% in states with September cutoff for the birth years included in our estimation (own calculations based on Federal Statistical Office, 2014 and earlier years). Many of the children born in September in states with September cutoff are thus likely not the youngest in their grade but—as they entered school a year late—the oldest, attenuating the effect of relative age. Overall, the results in Table 3 and Fig. 4 suggest that it is indeed the imputed cutoff date that leads to the ADHD jumps and not preexisting differences in children’s health or birth season effects that just happen to coincide with a given cutoff.

Finally, one might wonder whether the jumps between grades and the negative age trend within grades could be driven by a general medical examination bias based on children’s relative age which is not specific to ADHD. To shed light on possible differences in medical

![Fig. 2. ADHD medication across age, in states with June 30 as school entry cutoff date. Notes: This figure shows the percent of children who receive Methylphenidate or Atomoxetine in 2010 by children’s age, measured in months as of June 2010. The sample includes all states with June 30 as school entry cutoff and without reforms in the cutoff dates. N = 1,685,730. Average ADHD treatment is 2.45%. The dashed line indicates the imputed school start (i.e. those who are of age 6 or above in June 2010 are supposed to enter school). The solid lines show the respective imputed cutoffs between grades at higher ages.](image)

![Fig. 3. ADHD prevalence across age, by gender (June 30 cutoff date). Notes: This figure shows the percent of boys and girls diagnosed with ADHD in 2010 by children’s age, measured in months as of June 2010. The sample includes all states with June 30 as school entry cutoff and without reforms in the cutoff dates. N(boys) = 799,576. N(girls) = 768,926. Average ADHD prevalence is 5.22% for boys and 1.58% for girls. The dashed line indicates the imputed school start (i.e. those who are of age 6 or above in June 2010 are supposed to enter school). The solid lines show the respective imputed cutoffs between grades at higher ages.](image)
Table 2
ADHD by month of birth – imputed grades 3 to 8 – cutoff June 30.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month of birth – ref Jan</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>All years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>0.002 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.002 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.002 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>0.004* (0.002)</td>
<td>0.003 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.004* (0.002)</td>
<td>0.003 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.004*** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>0.004* (0.002)</td>
<td>0.004* (0.002)</td>
<td>0.004* (0.002)</td>
<td>0.004* (0.002)</td>
<td>0.004*** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.005** (0.002)</td>
<td>0.005** (0.002)</td>
<td>0.005** (0.002)</td>
<td>0.004* (0.002)</td>
<td>0.005*** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>0.005** (0.002)</td>
<td>0.005** (0.002)</td>
<td>0.006* (0.002)</td>
<td>0.006* (0.002)</td>
<td>0.005** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>−0.004 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.005** (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.005** (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.005* (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.005** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>−0.003 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.003 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.004* (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.004* (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.004** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>−0.004* (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.005** (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.005* (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.005** (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.004** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>−0.002 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.002 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.003 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.002 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.002* (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>0.001 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.000 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.001 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.001 (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.000 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>0.002 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N kids</td>
<td>929,284</td>
<td>946,150</td>
<td>917,382</td>
<td>908,246</td>
<td>3,701,062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD prev. (%)</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-Value (Jun = Jul)</td>
<td>0.000147 &lt;0.0001 &lt;0.0001 &lt;0.0001 &lt;0.0001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Coefficients after OLS estimation. Including only children in states without reforms of cutoff dates. Last row shows p-values for tests of hypothesis that June and July coefficient are equal.
- p < 0.1.
** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.

Table 3
Different cutoff dates – imputed grades 3 to 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month of birth – ref Jan</th>
<th>June 30</th>
<th>July 31</th>
<th>Sept 30</th>
<th>Dec 31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>0.002 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.003 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.005 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>0.004*** (0.001)</td>
<td>0.003 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.006 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.003 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>0.004*** (0.001)</td>
<td>0.006* (0.004)</td>
<td>0.006* (0.004)</td>
<td>0.006 (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.005*** (0.001)</td>
<td>0.007*** (0.004)</td>
<td>0.009*** (0.004)</td>
<td>0.004 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>0.005*** (0.001)</td>
<td>0.005 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.010*** (0.004)</td>
<td>0.009*** (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>−0.005*** (0.001)</td>
<td>0.007* (0.004)</td>
<td>0.007* (0.004)</td>
<td>0.009*** (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>−0.004*** (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.006 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.009*** (0.004)</td>
<td>0.009*** (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>−0.004*** (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.007*** (0.004)</td>
<td>0.003 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.005*** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>−0.002 (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.007 (0.004)</td>
<td>−0.000 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.011*** (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>−0.000 (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.002 (0.004)</td>
<td>−0.004 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.009*** (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>0.001 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.002 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.002 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.012*** (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N kids</td>
<td>3,701,062</td>
<td>559,420</td>
<td>419,239</td>
<td>233,654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD prev. (%)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-Value (Jun = July)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-Value (diff between months around cutoff)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.4696</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Coefficients after OLS estimation. Pooling all data years (2008–2011) and cohorts in imputed grade levels 3 to 8. Cohorts who are directly affected by shifts in cutoffs (and are thus larger than normal cohorts) excluded. p-values in last two line for two hypotheses tests: equality between June and July coefficients and between coefficients around actual cutoff date in respective column.
- p < 0.1.
** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.

examination, Appendix Figs. A2 and A3 display the fraction of children diagnosed with hay fever and diabetes across age. Analogously to Figs. 1 and 2, we show results for the data year 2010 and states with June 30 as school entry cutoff. In contrast to the results on ADHD, there are no systematic jumps around the cutoff month for either of the two conditions. This finding indicates that the pattern observed for ADHD is not driven by relative-age dependent differences in general medical examination practices.10

Our results thus far are based on measures of ADHD diagnosis and treatment prevalence that are calculated using the number of children that appear in our claims data source, i.e. the number of children who are insured with the German SHI and had at least one doctor visit with an SHI doctor or filled at least one prescription in the data year. If selection into the data were associated with relative age, e.g. if children who are relatively young for their imputed grade had higher chances of interacting with the health care system or if insurance status varied with relative age, our results would be biased. We conduct several sensitivity analyses to investigate this issue. First, we investigate whether the association between ADHD and month of birth is affected by calculating ADHD prevalence based on entire birth cohort sizes instead of the number of children in the claims data. The results presented in Appendix Table 3 are very similar to the main results in Table 3 and indicate that even when calculated relative to the entire birth cohorts (i.e. the overall number of children born in the different months and years in the respective states) the share of children with ADHD varies between birth months around the different cutoff dates. Second, we investigate directly whether the share of the birth cohorts covered in our data is associated with relative age. The results presented in Appendix Table 4 show that there is an association between the share covered

10 Figure A2 shows a remarkable seasonal pattern for hay fever that persists across all ages: children born in winter months generally seem to have higher risks of hay fever compared to children born in summer months. These results reflect that season of birth can be significantly related to health.
(N kids in claims/N birth cohort) and birth months that varies with the cutoff date. This association is expected as children who are young for their grade have higher chances of ADHD diagnoses and treatment and thus interact more with the health care system. However, if children with ADHD are excluded, the association between the share covered and relative age vanishes.

In order to facilitate comparisons with the literature, Table 4 shows results for a more common reduced form RD specification, aggregating the effect of being born after the cutoff (and thus being old for imputed grade) across different birth months, different imputed grades (3 to 8), different data years, and also different cutoff dates. Panel A of Table 4 shows the results based on all children born in the first and last quarter of birth assigned to grades 3 to 8. They thus reflect within-grade jumps in ADHD prevalence. Panel B of Table 4 displays the results using all children born in quarters around cutoff dates that separate grades 3 and 4, 4 and 5, 5 and 6, 6 and 7 as well as 7 and 8. As Fig. 1 suggests, the results based on within- and between-grade jumps are very similar. The result presented in column (1) of Table 4 indicates that on average children in states without reforms in cutoff dates who were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A: within grade specification</th>
<th>No reform</th>
<th>No reform</th>
<th>All states</th>
<th>All states</th>
<th>All states</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Born in Quarter after cutoff</td>
<td>−0.009*** (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.009*** (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.010*** (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.012*** (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.011*** (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Kids</td>
<td>1,908,138</td>
<td>1,908,138</td>
<td>6,585,039</td>
<td>6,585,039</td>
<td>6,585,039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.838</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B: between grade specification</th>
<th>No reform</th>
<th>No reform</th>
<th>All states</th>
<th>All states</th>
<th>All states</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Born in quarter after cutoff</td>
<td>−0.009*** (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.010*** (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.010*** (0.001)</td>
<td>−0.014*** (0.002)</td>
<td>−0.012*** (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Kids</td>
<td>1,597,463</td>
<td>1,597,463</td>
<td>5,448,712</td>
<td>5,448,712</td>
<td>5,448,712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Results using a window of 2 or 4 months before and after the cutoff instead of the presented results based on 3 months are almost identical and available upon request. The results do not depend on a choice of bandwidth as they are based on a parametric RD specification (1st order polynomial).
born in the quarter after the cutoff date had a 0.9 percentage point lower probability of an ADHD diagnosis than children born in the quarter before. This result is robust to including control variables and to including states with reforms in cutoff dates. The result presented in the final column indicates that the jump in the ADHD prevalence does not only vary between states with different cutoff dates but also shifts within states with changes in the cutoff date.

Overall, these results suggest that the jumps around school entry cutoff dates are not mere statistical artifacts or driven by differences in latent health between cohorts or selection but policy induced ADHD misdiagnoses. It is not clear whether these misdiagnoses represent overdiagnoses among younger students or underdiagnoses among older students in a given grade. Evans et al. (2010) provide evidence that cutoff jumps represent overdiagnosis and they also argue that the nature of the disease as well as results from brain scans suggest that overdiagnoses are more likely. We shed additional light on the possibility that cutoffs jumps represent underdiagnoses among older students by looking at injury rates. Children with untreated ADHD are more likely to suffer accidents and injuries (Nigg, 2013). For example, Dalsgaard et al. (2014) follow individual students over time and find that students that have not yet been diagnosed with ADHD have higher injury rates than those who will never get an ADHD diagnosis. In the context of our analysis, this implies that one should observe higher injury rates among older students if cutoff jumps were driven by underdiagnoses among these students.

Appendix Fig. A4 plots injury rates over age in states with a June 30 cutoff for children without ADHD diagnosis. Within most grades injury rates are indeed higher for older students but this pattern is driven by a general age effect. Injury rates among the oldest cohorts in one grade are similar to those of the youngest cohorts in the next higher grade. This absence of a relative age effect in injury rates among children without ADHD diagnosis is in line with the hypothesis that cutoff jumps represent overdiagnoses among younger students rather than underdiagnoses among older students.

4.2 ADHD cutoff jumps and overall ADHD levels – unifying international evidence

A further way to assess whether cutoff jumps are driven by over- or underdiagnoses is to look at the relationship of cutoff jumps with overall ADHD levels. If the misdiagnoses around cutoff jumps proxy for a general tendency to over- (under-) diagnose then cutoff jumps should be positively (negatively) related to overall ADHD levels. We have already shown a positive relationship of cutoff jumps and overall ADHD levels in Fig. 3 in the context of gender heterogeneity. In Fig. 5 we show this relationship for different states as well as for existent studies in different countries.

The hollow circles in Fig. 5 plot state averages of ADHD levels against the relative jump around cutoff dates. There is a strongly positive relationship: States with higher jumps around cutoff dates (proxying for higher rates of misdiagnosis) have higher ADHD levels. The solid triangles compare the average for Germany (based on non-reform states) against relative cutoff jumps and ADHD levels observed in Denmark (Dalsgaard et al., 2012), Canada (Morrow et al., 2012), the U.S. (Elder, 2010) and Iceland (Zoëga et al., 2012). Jumps are calculated in all cases as the difference in the raw ADHD rates before vs. after the respective cutoff, i.e. there is no adjustment for country-specific compliance rates with school entry laws or other mechanisms that lead to differences between imputed and actual grade levels, such as selective promotion or retention. Hence they measure the actual rate of misdiagnoses around cutoffs in each country. Also, compliance rates are not reported consistently, so that raw differences provide a more coherent cross-country comparison.

There is a wide range of cutoff jumps, from 0% in Denmark to about 50% in the U.S., but the association with ADHD levels is surprisingly linear and similar to the relationship across German states. This pattern is in line with the hypothesis that higher rates of overdiagnoses uncovered around age cutoffs are an indicator for a broader tendency to overdiagnose which could be a driving factor of high ADHD levels.

4.3 Exploration of mechanisms

A natural question to ask is therefore, what is driving the jumps in ADHD rates around the cutoff dates? Are they driven by the supply of doctors who might have financial incentives to diagnose and overprescribe, in particular in competitive market environments? Or is it a demand-side phenomenon, induced by parents who want their children to perform better in school or by teachers pushing for ADHD diagnosis and treatment to discipline their students?

To explore this question we analyze the relationship of cutoff jumps with a broad range of characteristics at the district level. There is considerable variation in cutoff jumps at the district level as illustrated by Appendix Fig. A5. We focus this analysis on the states without reforms of the cutoff dates as for these states we observe children imputed to grades 3 to 8 who are not directly affected by shifts in cutoff dates for all data years, which gives us a balanced panel of cohorts.

The results based on all districts including those who experienced reforms in cutoff dates over time are much more noisy and show hardly any significant coefficients. They are available upon request.
However, the density of expert physicians might be correlated with third factors such as state legislation, urbanization or education levels in the population. These factors might also have direct effects on the rate of ADHD misdiagnoses and potentially bias the unconditional relationship of physician density and cutoff jumps. We therefore present regression results in Table 6 which control for a broad set of district characteristics. We also sequentially include state and district fixed effects to control for unobserved characteristics that do not change over time.

The first column of Table 6 shows regressions of the (within-imputed grade) cutoff jump on district-level physician density, school characteristics, parental background, and control variables. The results using between-imputed grade jumps as dependent variables instead of the within-grade jumps are very similar and reported in Appendix Table 5. The coefficients on all expert physician density variables are negative and in a similar range, though only the coefficient on psychologists is significantly different from zero. Apparently, a more competitive market environment does not lead to more misdiagnoses. If anything a higher expert physician density weakens the jumps around the cutoff dates. This pattern changes little when state and district fixed effects are added in columns (2) and (3). It gets more pronounced when changes in ADHD jumps and control variables over time are used to control for district level unobservables instead of district level fixed effects, as the results displayed in column (5) indicate.15

The share of foreign students has a persistently significant and positive effect on misdiagnoses. The coefficient is around 0.1 in the first two columns and increases slightly to 0.19 when district fixed effects are added in the column (3), suggesting that a 1 percentage point increase in the share of foreign students is associated with a 0.1 to 0.2 percentage point increase in the cutoff jump. Standard errors in columns (3) and (4) are large which is not surprising since the time-series variation of foreign student shares varies between states and districts is limited. When using changes over time instead of fixed effects in column (5) the coefficient is again positive and significant. Also note that we control for the share of foreigners in the overall population so this effect is not simply reflecting a general impact of migration.

In column (4) we restrict the sample to states which provide information on class sizes to include this variable of interest. Bigger classes correlate with higher rates of misdiagnoses. The effect of 0.22 is significant at the 10% level and suggests that an increase of the average class size by one student is associated with a 0.24% increase in the cutoff jump. Standard errors in columns (3) and (4) are large which is not surprising since the time-series variation of foreign student shares varies between states and districts is limited. When using changes over time instead of fixed effects in column (5) the coefficient is again positive and significant. Also note that we control for the share of foreigners in the overall population so this effect is not simply reflecting a general impact of migration.

In column (4) we restrict the sample to states which provide information on class sizes to include this variable of interest. Bigger classes correlate with higher rates of misdiagnoses. The effect of 0.22 is significant at the 10% level and suggests that an increase of the average class size by one student is associated with a 0.24% increase in the cutoff jump. Standard errors in columns (3) and (4) are large which is not surprising since the time-series variation of foreign student shares varies between states and districts is limited. When using changes over time instead of fixed effects in column (5) the coefficient is again positive and significant. Also note that we control for the share of foreigners in the overall population so this effect is not simply reflecting a general impact of migration.

The coefficient of the share of employees with higher education is not significantly different from zero in the first two columns but it becomes positive and significant at the 5% level when we include district fixed effects. A similar pattern is observed for log labor income, which has a significant positive effect when state or district fixed effects are included, and in the difference specification in column (5). These estimates suggest that districts with improvements in parental education or income experience increases in misdiagnosis rates.

Table 7 shows regressions in the subsample that excludes states that have mandatory health exams by government physicians of all students in primary school (Mecklenburg-West Pomerania, Thuringia, Saxony, and Saxony-Anhalt). These health exams are systematically carried out in specific grades and therefore could add to the cutoff jumps in ADHD prevalence and treatment. Excluding these states affects some of the point estimates slightly but the overall pattern remains unchanged and becomes even stronger.

Table 5 contains descriptive statistics for the district characteristics that we analyze. The first group of variables shows the density of different types of physicians which commonly diagnose ADHD in Germany (all physicians are allowed to diagnose ADHD in Germany). As we can read from the first column, which shows means for all districts in non-reform states, the largest group are primary care physicians, followed by psychologists, and the smallest groups are pediatricians and psychiatrists. The next two groups of variables include characteristics of the school environment and of the parental background. About 7% of students are foreign while the average class size in primary school is 20.94% of employees have higher education, a variable that proxies for the educational attainment of the parent generation in a district, and log labor income is 7.9. The final group of district characteristics are control variables such as the overall physician density which we include in the regressions to absorb factors that determine the broader living environment without having a direct impact on ADHD diagnoses. The compliance rate, i.e. the share of students who enter school at the official school starting age, is high (86.1% in this sample) compared to other countries (see Section 1). In contrast to the other control variables, the compliance rate is measured at the state not the district level, which explains the low standard deviation of 5.9. We still include it as a control, as a low compliance rate would mechanically imply a smaller cutoff jump.

The second and third columns of Table 5 restrict the sample to districts with cutoff jumps below and above the median, where the jumps are calculated as average within-imputed grade differences in ADHD prevalence between children born in the first and last quarter in imputed grades 3 to 8.15 Comparing the expert physician density in districts with below and above median cutoff jumps suggests that districts with larger cutoff jumps have a lower density of these expert physicians. This relationship would reject our hypothesis that more competitive physician markets lead to higher rates of misdiagnoses.

Notes: Means (standard deviations) weighted by number of kids in district. Number of observations for class size column (1): 376, (2): 163, (3): 213. The district level data were mainly provided by the German Federal Institute for Research on Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development (BBSR) at www.istikar.de (see also Appendix table 2).

Table 5 contains descriptive statistics for the district characteristics that we analyze. The first group of variables shows the density of different types of physicians which commonly diagnose ADHD in Germany (all physicians are allowed to diagnose ADHD in Germany). As we can read from the first column, which shows means for all districts in non-reform states, the largest group are primary care physicians, followed by psychologists, and the smallest groups are pediatricians and psychiatrists. The next two groups of variables include characteristics of the school environment and of the parental background. About 7% of students are foreign while the average class size in primary school is 20.94% of employees have higher education, a variable that proxies for the educational attainment of the parent generation in a district, and log labor income is 7.9. The final group of district characteristics are control variables such as the overall physician density which we include in the regressions to absorb factors that determine the broader living environment without having a direct impact on ADHD diagnoses. The compliance rate, i.e. the share of students who enter school at the official school starting age, is high (86.1% in this sample) compared to other countries (see Section 1). In contrast to the other control variables, the compliance rate is measured at the state not the district level, which explains the low standard deviation of 5.9. We still include it as a control, as a low compliance rate would mechanically imply a smaller cutoff jump.

The second and third columns of Table 5 restrict the sample to districts with cutoff jumps below and above the median, where the jumps are calculated as average within-imputed grade differences in ADHD prevalence between children born in the first and last quarter in imputed grades 3 to 8.15 Comparing the expert physician density in districts with below and above median cutoff jumps suggests that districts with larger cutoff jumps have a lower density of these expert physicians. This relationship would reject our hypothesis that more competitive physician markets lead to higher rates of misdiagnoses.

15 As between- and within-jumps are very similar, the descriptive statistics look almost identical when between-jumps are used instead to split the sample. Results are available upon request.
### Table 6
Explaining jumps around cutoff dates across districts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dep. var.: change in ADHD prevalence around age cutoff (in p.p.)</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physicians (per 100,000 inhabitants)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatricians</td>
<td>$-0.020$ (0.044)</td>
<td>$-0.053$ (0.047)</td>
<td>$-0.007$ (0.127)</td>
<td>$-0.033$ (0.126)</td>
<td>$0.046$ (0.170)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary care physicians</td>
<td>$-0.020$ (0.014)</td>
<td>$-0.004$ (0.014)</td>
<td>$-0.050^*$ (0.034)</td>
<td>$-0.053^*$ (0.036)</td>
<td>$-0.087^*$ (0.057)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatrists</td>
<td>$-0.044$ (0.033)</td>
<td>$-0.085^*$ (0.048)</td>
<td>$-0.026$ (0.094)</td>
<td>$-0.059$ (0.094)</td>
<td>$-0.225^*$ (0.138)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologists</td>
<td>$-0.015^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.021^{**}$</td>
<td>$-0.044$</td>
<td>$-0.049$</td>
<td>$-0.092^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schools</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share foreign students (%)</td>
<td>$0.110^{**}$ (0.045)</td>
<td>$0.104^{**}$ (0.043)</td>
<td>$0.191^{**}$ (0.119)</td>
<td>$0.186^{*}$ (0.124)</td>
<td>$0.205^{*}$ (0.128)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class size</td>
<td>$0.224^*$ (0.133)</td>
<td>$0.327^*$ (0.178)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parental Background</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share employees with higher education (%)</td>
<td>$0.084$ (0.038)</td>
<td>$0.036$ (0.050)</td>
<td>$0.406^{**}$ (0.192)</td>
<td>$0.331^*$ (0.193)</td>
<td>$0.291^*$ (0.236)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate (%)</td>
<td>$-0.019$ (0.027)</td>
<td>$-0.068^*$ (0.041)</td>
<td>$0.053$ (0.090)</td>
<td>$0.079$ (0.088)</td>
<td>$0.092$ (0.098)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log labor income</td>
<td>$0.484$ (0.815)</td>
<td>$0.461$ (1.314)</td>
<td>$6.090^*$ (3.236)</td>
<td>$6.178^*$ (3.153)</td>
<td>$7.471^*$ (4.887)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State F.E.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dist. F.E.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference specification (2011–2008)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>$0.272$</td>
<td>$0.354$</td>
<td>$0.770$</td>
<td>$0.769$</td>
<td>$0.216$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (district x year)</td>
<td>$380$</td>
<td>$380$</td>
<td>$380$</td>
<td>$376$</td>
<td>$94$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Dep var. (columns 1–4) = cutoff jump (averaged across imputed grades 3–8) in p.p. in years 2008–2011. Column (5): Dep var. and controls measured as changes between 2011–2008. Standard Errors clustered at district level in parentheses. All specifications include year fixed effects. Controls include district-level share of foreigners, physicians per 100,000 inhabitants, dummies for urban districts, for East Germany, and the state-level compliance rate. The sample excludes states that had cutoff date reforms. In columns (4) and (5) one district (Hamburg) is excluded because information on class size is not available for this district. District level variables stem mainly from the German Federal Institute for Research on Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development (BBSR) (see Appendix table 2).

### 5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present strong and robust evidence of jumps in ADHD diagnosis and treatment around school entry cutoff dates in Germany based on the universe of outpatient claims for all children insured in the German social health insurance. Similar to other North American and European countries, children in Germany born in months right before the school entry cutoff dates have higher rates of ADHD diagnoses and a higher chance of receiving medical treatment for ADHD than children born in months right after the cutoff date. These jumps do not occur for children younger than 6, the usual school starting age in Germany. Furthermore, the months

### Table 7
Robustness Analysis: Excluding States with general health screenings in school.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dep. var.: change in ADHD prevalence around age cutoff (in p.p.)</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physicians (per 100,000 inhabitants)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatricians</td>
<td>$-0.100^{*}$ (0.051)</td>
<td>$-0.072$ (0.086)</td>
<td>$0.018$ (0.184)</td>
<td>$-0.027$ (0.174)</td>
<td>$0.014$ (0.229)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary care physicians</td>
<td>$-0.032^{**}$ (0.015)</td>
<td>$-0.024$ (0.015)</td>
<td>$-0.018$ (0.039)</td>
<td>$-0.019$ (0.042)</td>
<td>$-0.070$ (0.114)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatrists</td>
<td>$0.018$ (0.030)</td>
<td>$-0.017$ (0.051)</td>
<td>$-0.001$ (0.127)</td>
<td>$-0.041$ (0.132)</td>
<td>$-0.318^*$ (0.216)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologists</td>
<td>$-0.029^{***}$ (0.010)</td>
<td>$-0.025^{**}$ (0.011)</td>
<td>$-0.056$ (0.041)</td>
<td>$-0.068$ (0.045)</td>
<td>$-0.116$ (0.059)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schools</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share foreign students (%)</td>
<td>$0.137^{***}$ (0.040)</td>
<td>$0.120^{***}$ (0.039)</td>
<td>$0.277^{**}$ (0.115)</td>
<td>$0.282^{**}$ (0.116)</td>
<td>$0.305^{**}$ (0.130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class size</td>
<td>$0.251^*$ (0.145)</td>
<td>$0.428^*$ (0.181)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parental Background</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share employees with higher education (%)</td>
<td>$-0.010$ (0.039)</td>
<td>$0.024$ (0.048)</td>
<td>$0.578^{**}$ (0.249)</td>
<td>$0.538^{**}$ (0.240)</td>
<td>$0.408$ (0.299)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate (%)</td>
<td>$-0.121^{***}$ (0.039)</td>
<td>$-0.097^*$ (0.051)</td>
<td>$0.056$ (0.114)</td>
<td>$0.138$ (0.111)</td>
<td>$0.311^*$ (0.186)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log labor income/employee</td>
<td>$-1.657^*$ (0.891)</td>
<td>$-1.228$ (1.325)</td>
<td>$2.224$ (3.878)</td>
<td>$4.272$ (4.179)</td>
<td>$4.977$ (7.527)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State F.E.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dist. F.E.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference specification (2011–2008)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>$0.271$</td>
<td>$0.307$</td>
<td>$0.725$</td>
<td>$0.727$</td>
<td>$0.268$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (district x year)</td>
<td>$200$</td>
<td>$200$</td>
<td>$200$</td>
<td>$196$</td>
<td>$49$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Dep var. (columns 1–4) = cutoff jump (averaged across imputed grades 3–8) in p.p. in years 2008–2011. Column (5): Dep var. and controls measured as changes between 2011–2008. Standard Errors clustered at district level in parentheses. All specifications include year fixed effects. Controls include district-level share of foreigners, physicians per 100,000 inhabitants, dummies for urban districts, for East Germany, and the state-level compliance rate. In columns (4) and (5) one district (Hamburg) is excluded because information on class size is not available for this district. District level variables stem mainly from the German Federal Institute for Research on Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development (BBSR) (see Appendix table 2).

+ $p < 0.15$  
* $p < 0.1$  
** $p < 0.05$  
*** $p < 0.01$
between which the jumps occur vary with different cutoff dates across German states. It is therefore likely that the higher rates among the children born before the cutoff date result from the fact that these children belong to the youngest in their grade. Because of their lower age, these children are likely less attentive, more hyperactive and more impulsive than their older classmates, thus show higher ADHD symptoms and are therefore more likely to get diagnosed with ADHD.

Our results further suggest that these misdiagnoses of ADHD add to increases in the prevalence of diagnosed ADHD. We show that larger jumps in prevalence around school entry cutoff dates are strongly correlated with higher ADHD levels, both across German states as well as for the different countries that have been analyzed in the past. This relationship is surprisingly linear and homogenous across German states and internationally. These findings suggest that misdiagnoses, empirically detectable around age cutoffs, may be a driving force behind the high ADHD rates observed in many countries.

In the last part of the paper we analyze how changes in the ADHD jumps around cutoff dates vary with the supply of doctors, the school environment and SES. In this analysis we rely on district level variation over time, holding constant average observed and unobserved characteristics at the district level. Jumps in ADHD prevalence are negatively but hardly significantly related to the supply of doctors, but increase with worsening of teaching conditions, such as large classes, and with improvement of the general educational level of adults in the district. These findings could imply that in particular teachers and highly educated parents play a role for the additional ADHD diagnoses among the children who are young for their grade, while the supply of doctors hardly matters in the German setting. In order to interpret these results causally, however, we have to assume that there are no time-varying unobserved factors at the district level that drive jumps in ADHD prevalence and are related to the explanatory variables. Although it is hard to think of concrete examples for such factors, it remains a strong assumption and we therefore suggest interpreting the results as first evidence that the school environment and parental background may play a role for school entry age-related ADHD misdiagnoses. Future research should test the role of these factors based on truly exogenous variation.

Although we refrain from interpreting our results on the factors driving ADHD misdiagnoses causally, our study has several implications for future research and policy. In order to mitigate the effect of school entry age on ADHD diagnoses and reduce misdiagnoses, it is crucial to raise the awareness among doctors, parents and teachers that ADHD symptoms depend on a child’s actual age while differences in age are large within today’s classrooms. A further possibility to weaken the impact of age differences within classrooms on misdiagnoses is to only allow children to enter school if they are sufficiently mature, i.e. if they are sufficiently able to focus, sit still and control themselves to follow the school curriculum. This requires making school entry more flexible and deciding on a case-by-case basis whether a child should be enrolled in school or not.

Mitigating the effect of school entry age on ADHD diagnoses and thereby reducing ADHD misdiagnoses is important, as a wrongly attributed diagnosis of ADHD can have dramatic consequences. An ADHD diagnosis may carry a stigma (Moses, 2010). For a child who truly has ADHD this stigma may be outweighed by the benefits of treatment as well as the benefits for its classmates (Aizer, 2008). However, there are no known benefits of ADHD treatment for children who do not have ADHD. On the contrary, medical treatment for ADHD is known to have strong side effects, such as an increased risk of cardiovascular disease, effects on sleep and appetite (Gould et al., 2009; Cascade et al., 2010) as well as increases in emotional problems (Currie et al., 2014). These side effects of wrongful ADHD diagnosis and treatment may have detrimental long-term impacts on human capital development and labor market outcomes.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jibecco.2016.05.018.
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